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#B-123

Katy from Kingston, Ontario presents her invention “Wind for Wheels”, an invention for hybrid cars
that helps charge the car batteries more efficiently. Mike from Sterling, Ontario presents the “Power
Walk” a gadget that is worn in the heel of a shoe and charges batteries while you walk! The stakes are
high for Team Naismith when leader Katy gets sick and they are forced to compete in the Water Clock
challenge alone against Mike and Team Banting! However, Team Naismith could have an advantage
heading into the invent-off if they manage to build the strongest Tough Tote.

#B-124

Christopher from Sarnia, Ontario presents his “Control Innovation” for people in wheelchairs designed
to control wheelchairs, computers and other objects with a simple head movement. Katie from
Stratford, Ontario is a hard of hearing high school student who invented “Project Wise Word” an online lip reading dictionary that helps hard of hearing students learn French! Christopher and Team
Naismith face off against Katie and Team Banting in the Invent Off Challenge to see who can design the
coolest Baby Cam! But before the big Invent-Off Challenge, the teams compete in the Domino Dash
mini challenge testing their skills, patience and teamwork!

#B-125

Blair from Bentonville, Arkansas presents “Locker Lites”, a line of fun and energy efficient magnetized
lights designed to bring life to dark and dull school lockers. Alison from Wingham, Ontario presents
“Sure Foot” a paint additive made from old tires that creates a slip proof surface when painted on
stairs or floors! Blair leads Team Banting against Alison and Team Naismith in the Build a Better Cat
Toy Invent-off Challenge. But first, the teams compete in the Tower of Power mini-challenge. The
teams must build the highest towers they can using only paper and two pieces of tape!

#B-126

Logan from South Porcupine, Ontario presents his “Gutter Plow”, a clever gadget that makes cleaning
gutters a breeze! Dheevesh from Mississauga, Ontario presents the “Bio-Inspired Photonic Fuel Cell”
an invention that makes it possible for hydrogen fuel cells to be powered by the sun. Logan leads team
Banting against Dheevesh and team Naismith in the Dog Ball Launcher Invent-Off Challenge. But first,
the teams compete in the Marble Craze Mini Challenge. The teams use materials to create a track that
a marble can travel in the slowest time possible.

#B-127

Mia from Sudbury, Ontario presents her green human-powered television Crank Remote. Patrick from
Dundas, Ontario presents the Brain Drain, a hockey helmet that protects players with revolutionary air
bag style cushioning. Mia leads the Orange Team and Patrick leads the Purple Team in the invent-off
challenge, to see who can invent the best Light Up Snuggle Toy. But before the big challenge, the
teams compete in a Mini Challenge for a reward that could help them win the genius cup! In the
Balloon Zip Mini Challenge, the teams create a balloon rocket that must travel along a zip line.
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